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The syllabic and word structures of Cambodian are described in this article with a view to pointing out certain characteristic features of the language. The morphological processes which most Cambodian words have undergone in the past are then discussed in some detail. Morphological rules are derived through the comparative study of words possessing similar or related forms and meanings. From this point of view Cambodian morphology can be more or less regarded as historical process, and is of interest both for its own sake and to the extent that it gives evidence of a language which has changed its typological character from agglutinative to isolating.

1. The Syllabic Structure of Cambodian Words.

The characteristic word-forms of Cambodian are monosyllables and disyllables of certain definite patterns. There are also what may be called polysyllables, which can be analysed as combinations of two or more monosyllabic or disyllabic words. The basis of Cambodian word structure is hence the syllable, of which there are two types: the major syllable and the minor syllable. The criterion for the classification of syllable types is their occurrence in normal speech: major syllables can occur freely by themselves whereas minor syllables must be followed immediately by a major syllable in the same word.

a. Major Syllables. A major syllable is one which comprises:

i. An initial consonant or consonant cluster (I);
ii. A vowel nucleus, which can be a short vowel, a long vowel, or a diphthong (V);

iii. One of two voice registers (R);¹ and

iv. An optional consonant final (F).

Major syllables thus have the form of

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
R & I & V & R \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

or

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
R & I & V & F \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(1) Initial Consonants and Consonant Clusters. Cambodian is fairly rich in consonantal initials and even richer in initial consonant clusters. The following symbols² represent the phonemes which occur:

Voiceless plosives: \( p \ t \ c \ k \ ? \)

Voiced implosives: \( b \ d \)

Nasals: \( m \ n \ ŋ \ ŋ \)

Roll: \( r \)

Lateral: \( l \)

Fricatives: \( s \ h \)

Semivowels: \( v \ y \)

Initial consonant clusters are numerous, and occur in a wide range of combinations as follows:

Voiceless plosive + voiced implosive: \( pd, cd, kd; tb, cb, kb \).

Voiceless plosive + voiceless plosive: \( t^h p, ch p, k^p h \); \( p^h t, k^h t; p^h c, k^h c; p^h k, th k, c^h k; p?, t?, c?, k? \).

Voiceless plosive + nasal: \( t^h m, ch m, k^h m; p^h n, ch n, k^h n \);

---


²For a fuller description of these symbols see ibid., 162-4.

³Except when the second member is the glottal plosive, aspiration is always present as a juncture feature. This is represented by a raised \( h \) between the members of the cluster.
\( \text{pʰʰ, kʰʰ; pʰŋ, thŋ, chŋ, khŋ.} \)

Voiceless plosive + semivowel: \( tʰv, cʰv, kʰv; pʰy, tʰy, kʰy. \)

Voiceless plosive + roll: \( pr, tr, cr, kr. \)

Voiceless plosive + lateral: \( pʰl, tʰl, cʰl, kʰl. \)

Voiceless plosive + spirant: \( ps, ks; ph, th, ch, kh. \)

Nasal + implosive: \( md. \)

Nasal + voiceless plosive: \( mt, mc, mk. \)

Nasal + nasal: \( mn. \)

Nasal + semivowel: \( my. \)

Nasal + roll: \( mr. \)

Nasal + lateral: \( ml. \)

Nasal + fricative: \( ms, mh. \)

Fricative + voiceless plosive: \( sp, st, sk, s?. \)

Fricative + voiced implosive: \( sb, sd. \)

Fricative + nasal: \( sm, sn, sʰ, sŋ. \)

Fricative + semivowel: \( sv, sy. \)

Fricative + roll: \( sr. \)

Fricative + lateral: \( sl. \)

(2) Vowels. In Cambodian there are short vowels, long vowels, short diphthongs, and long diphthongs. Short vowels and short diphthongs never occur in open syllables. The vowels and diphthongs fall into two classes according as they are bound up with the two voice registers, which will be dealt with later. Vowels and diphthongs pronounced on the second register are marked by the grave (\( \acute{\ } \)), the absence of the grave indicating nuclei pronounced on the first register.

(a) Nuclei pronounced on the first register.

Long vowels: \( eː, aː, oː, oː. \)

Short vowels: \( e, y, a, o, o. \)

Long diphthongs: \( iə, wə, uə; ae \, aɨ \, ao. \)

(b) Nuclei pronounced on the second register.

Long vowels: \( īː, ūː, ūː; ēː, ɨː, įː, ɨː; ēː, ɨː. \)
Short vowels: ı, ù, û.
Long diphthongs: ǻă, ưư, ư góc.
Short diphthongs: ęę, ęư, ę góc.

(3) The Registers.⁴ Register in Cambodian is closely bound up with the vowel nucleus of the syllable, but is marked by the initial consonant symbol of the syllable. As a general rule, those consonant symbols which correspond to surds in the devanāgarī writing system signal nuclei of the first register while those corresponding to devanāgarī sonants signal nuclei of the second. In the case of syllables having two-place initial consonants, a reader of Cambodians has to know the rules of the "constant consonant", since the constant consonant, whether occurring in the first or in the second place of the cluster, marks the syllable's register. Constant consonants are those which represent voiceless plosive, voiced implosive, and fricative sounds. Those consonant symbols which represent nasals, liquids and semivowels are non-constant and can hence lose their original register.

Examples of constant consonants which occur in the first place of initial clusters and mark the first register are: kras [kras] 'thick', prap [prap] 'to tell'.⁵

Examples of constant consonants which occur in the second place of initial clusters and mark the first register are: lò [l?o:] 'beautiful', msâu [msao] 'flour'.

Examples of constant consonants which occur in the

⁴To quote Henderson (op.cit., 151), "The Cambodian 'registers' differ from tones in that pitch is not the primary relevant feature. . . . The characteristics of the first register are a 'normal' or 'head' voice quality, usually accompanied by relatively high pitch. The characteristics of the second register are a deep rather breathy or 'sepulchral' voice . . . Pitch is usually lower than that of the first register in similar contexts."

⁵The transliteration and phonetic transcription are those used in my A Study of Cognate Words in Thai and Cambodian, an M.A. thesis submitted to the University of London in May 1962.
first place of initial clusters and mark the second register are: \textit{bhū} \([p^h\text{ū}:] 'light'\), \textit{jīl} \([c^r\text{ī}:] 'brilliant'\).

Examples of constant consonants which occur in the second place of initial clusters and mark the second register are: \textit{sgr} \([\text{s̄k̄}:] 'drum'\), \textit{k∔i̯h} \([k^h\text{t̄}:] 'coconut milk'\).

(4) Consonant Finals. Consonant finals in Cambodian are not as numerous as consonant initials; whilst there is a wide range of initial clusters, moreover, consonant clusters do not occur in the final position. The permitted finals are the following:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{Stops:} \ & p & t & c & k \\
\textbf{Nasals:} \\
\textit{m} & n & ň & ŋ \\
\textbf{Lateral:} \ & l \\
\textbf{Fricatives:} \\
\textit{s} & h \\
\textbf{Semivowels:} \\
\textit{v} & y
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

b. Minor Syllables. The structure of minor syllables is very similar to that of major syllables. The only difference between the two lies in the variability of the initial, the vowel and the final; in minor syllables these are restricted to a very few realizations. Minor syllables which have no final are here called "minor syllables of type A", while those which do have a final are called "minor syllables of type B".

(1) Minor Syllables of Type A. Most of the initials permitted in major syllables are found as the initials of minor syllables of type A. Initial clusters occur only with /tr/ in second place. The vowel is restricted to short /ə/ or to short /o/. The register is signaled by the initial consonant symbol.

(2) Minor Syllables of Type B. The initial of a minor syllable of type B is always a single consonant phoneme. The following vowel is restricted to /o/ for the first register, to /ɔ̃ - ʌ/ for the second register; all three of these vowels are comparatively short. The final must be one of the four permitted nasals.
2. Word Structure.

In terms of their structure Cambodian words can be defined as monosyllabic, disyllabic and polysyllabic.

a. Monosyllabic Words. Monosyllabic words have the same structure as major syllables. As such they fall into three types:

i. \( CVV^{RI/2} \) and \( CCVV^{RI/2} \)

ii. \( CVC^{RI/2} \) and \( CCVC^{RI/2} \)

iii. \( CVVC^{RI/2} \) and \( CCVC^{RI/2} \)

It will be seen from the above patterns that short nuclei cannot occur in open syllables. The following are examples of monosyllabic words:

| CVV\(^{RI1}\)  | ṭër [de:]  | 'to sew' |
| CVV\(^{R2}\)  | gē [kè:]  | 'he, they' |
| CCVV\(^{RI}\)  | cpār [cba:] | 'flower garden' |
| CCVV\(^{R2}\)  | mlū [mlù:] | 'betel leaf' |
| CVC\(^{RI}\)  | cās [cas] | 'old' |
| CVC\(^{R2}\)  | git [kḥt] | 'to think' |
| CCVC\(^{RI}\)  | pram [pram] | 'five' |
| CCVC\(^{R2}\)  | jhlo̞h [chlawh] | 'to quarrel' |
| CVVC\(^{RI}\)  | tō'm [davm] | 'tree; origin' |
| CVVC\(^{R2}\)  | rk [rɔk] | 'to search' |
| CCVC\(^{R1}\)  | mṭāy [mda:y] | 'mother' |
| CCVC\(^{R2}\)  | ḫūk [crū:k] | 'pig' |

b. Disyllabic Words. Disyllabic words are of three types, here designated A, B and C:

(1) Disyllables of Type A. Type A disyllables comprise

\(^6\)C = consonant, CC = consonant cluster; V = short vowel or short diphthong, VW = long vowel or long diphthong; RI = first register, R2 = second register.
a type A minor syllable, weakly stressed, followed by a major syllable bearing stronger stress; the two successive syllables always have the same register. In most cases the register of type A disyllables is implied by the initial consonant symbol of the first syllable. Examples:

Cv'CVV  ppr [bə'boː]  'soup'
Crv'CVV  dhrno' [trə'nəː]  'lateral support'
Cv'CCVV  ghhr [kə'khəː]  'disrespectful'
Cv'CVC  rdəŋ [rə'təː]  'car, cart'
Crv'CVC  kərvn [krə'vən]  'circular'
Cv'CCVC  gghlo'n [kə'kʰlən]  'brazen'
Crv'CCVC  prəjləh [prə'chʰləh]  'to squabble'

(2) Disyllables of Type B. Type B disyllables comprise a type B minor syllable followed by a major syllable. The constituent syllables may be of different registers. The minor syllable is pronounced with comparatively weak stress and consists of an initial consonant, a short vowel, and a final nasal consonant; the short vowel is restricted to short half-open back /a/ for first register, to short close back /ə/ or to the short diphthong /əea/ for second register. The major syllable has the same structure as that described for monosyllables. Examples:

CvN^{R1}, CvV^{R1}  pʰho'r [bɔŋhəv]  'to fly (tr.)'
CvN^{R2}, CvV^{R2}  dələ [tələː]  'river'
CvN^{R1}, CvV^{R2}  pʰsə' [bɔnstə]  'to spoil, change'
CvN^{R2}, CvC^{R2}  jəviŋ [cəməŋ]  'round'
CvN^{R1}, CvV^{R1}  sətək [sɔndaːk]  'beans'
CvN^{R1}, CvVC^{R2}  kəjəŋ [kəŋrəŋ]  'fox'
CvN^{R2}, CvVC^{R2}  dəmləp [təmələp]  'tradition'

(3) Disyllables of Type C. Type C disyllables comprise two successive syllables of any of the types previously described for monosyllables, with equal stress on each. Examples:
dāsā [t̠ɬesaː] 'slave'
bībroh [p̠iːprəh] 'because'
daujā [t̠vəcəlo] 'to become'
mēnpus [kʰmeːŋprəs] 'boy'
sīnvbhau [siːvphəv] 'book'
dhvo'kār [t̠vəŋkə:] 'to work'

c. Polysyllabic Words. Native Cambodian polysyllables are all compound words, being combinations of monosyllables and disyllables of the structures already described. Examples:

rdēlhhlo'n [rət̠eŋhływŋ] 'train'
sēktīs'āt [seekdŋys'at] 'cleanliness'
kārdūnīsǭ [kɑːt̠et̠ʊŋskəːŋ] 'acknowledgment'
rājtmāk [r̠əcCdɔmnak] 'court'
?nkdhyo'm̩hūp [n̠eəktyhvmoːp] 'cook'
rūptkktā [ruːptɔkkstaː] 'doll'
qurūntuptēn [kruːŋtɔptəŋ] 'dressing'
diskhānko't [t̠lskaːŋkət] 'east'
?nkrsrēr [n̠eəksɔːɾə] 'writer'


Cambodian has a well-defined morphology in the form of prefixes and infixes which are frequently associated with grammatical functions. Reduplication is also practised, but seems to be related more to semantic and stylistic functions than to grammatical ones. It must be noted, however, that affixation in Cambodian is now a dead process; prefixed and infixed forms are all stabilized and fixed. Most native speakers are quite unaware of these morphological processes. In fact, prefixes and infixes in Cambodian can be recognized only by comparing similar forms having related meanings. For example, by comparing the form pīko't [boŋkavt] 'to bear, beget' with ko't [kavt] 'to be born' one can isolate a causative prefix pī- [bɔŋ-]. By comparing this same ko't [kavt] with k̠mn̠o't [k̠mn̠avt] 'birth' and
with khno't [khnɔ't] 'waxing of the moon' one can identify the nominalized infixes -mn- [−ɔnɔn−] and -hn- [−n−]. While there are many sets of words having such related meanings and forms, neither can one take any base-word and form derivatives at will nor is the paradigm of forms derived from the same base easily found.

a. Prefixation. The prefixes of Cambodian may be grouped into nonnasal and nasal types. Nonnasal prefixes consist either of a consonant with or without a vowel or of a cluster of consonants with a vowel. Nasal prefixes consist of a consonant followed by a vowel and a nasal final.

(1) Nonnasal Prefixes. The nonnasal prefixes are p-[p-], ph-[ph-], b-[b-], bh-[bh-], m-[m̩-, pr-[pr̩-], tr-[tr̩-], jr-[jr̩-], kr-[kr̩-], and sr-[sr̩-]. Not all of these can be clearly associated with specific grammatical or semantic functions. Indeed, one can seldom tell from the prefixed form alone in what way its semantic and grammatical functions will differ from the base or whether they will differ at all.

(a) Prefix [p-]. The four orthographic prefixes p-, ph-, b- and bh- fall together as a single prefix [p-]. The different written forms are in fact representations of the same prefix in four different contexts defined by the initial consonant symbol of the base-word. P- and ph- precede first-register consonants, while b- and bh- precede second-register consonants; the choice between p- and ph- and that between b- and bh- depends on the character of the same initial. P- and b- occur only before [r] while ph- and bh- occur before all of the other consonants. The aspiration incorporated in the latter two symbols may be regarded as reflecting the juncture between the prefix and the base initial. A noteworthy characteristic of prefix [p-] is that it is sometimes associated with change in the register of the base-word. It has the more or less specific
function, grammatical and semantic, of forming causative verbs from base verbs. Examples:

Rāy [rāy] 'scattered'  \>  Prāy [pra:y] 'to scatter'
Rian [rīn] 'to learn'  \>  Prīan [prīn] 'to teach'
Mūt [mū:t] 'to bathe (intr.)'  \>  Phūt [phū:t] 'to bathe'
Cān [cān] 'defeated'  \>  Phcān [phcān] 'to defeat'
Tēk [tēk] 'to go to bed'  \>  Phēk [phēk] 'to defeat'
Ruam [ruam] 'to gather'  \>  Phruam [phruam] 'to round up'
Hūs [hūs] 'to hatch (intr.)'  \>  Bhūs [bhūs] 'to hatch'
Jit [jit] 'close'  \>  Bhjit [bhjit] 'to join'

(b) Prefix [mə-]. This prefix is said to have been borrowed from the Thai word ivalence [mə:k] or Mā [mā?] 'fruit.' It is found in a few words with the meaning 'fruit, food.' Examples:

Jur [jūr] 'sour'  \>  Mjūr [mjūr] 'sour fruit'
Ct [ct] 'astringent'  \>  Mct [mct] 'sour edibles'
Hūp [hūp] 'to eat'  \>  Mhūp [mhoip] 'food(s)'

(c) Prefix [pra-]. This prefix appears to express no clear-cut grammatical roles. Its semantic functions may be isolable, but vary according to that of the base-word. Examples:

Jur [jūr] 'to unite'  \>  Prjur [prjur] 'to cause to unite'
Prəh [prəh] 'to pick'  \>  Prprəh [prēprəh] 'to keep on picking'
Khān [khān] 'to bite'  \>  Prkham [prēkham] 'to bite one another'
Mōl [mōl] 'to look'  \>  Prmōl [prēmōl] 'to estimate'
vēn [vɛːŋ] 'long'  
> prvēn [prɛvaɛŋ] 'length'  
mūl [mʊːl] 'round'  
> prmūl [prɛmʊl] 'to amass'

(4) Prefixes [trɛ-, [cro-], [krɛ-]. These are found in a few words. They express no definite grammatical function.

ṭus [doːs] 'to rub'  
> trṭus [treqdoːs] 'to keep on rubbing'

muːj [mʊːc] 'to dive'  
> jrmuːj [jrɛmʊːc] 'to immerse'

vā [vʊŋ] 'circle'  
> kṛvā [kṛvʊŋ] 'circular'

(2) Nasal Prefixes. The nasal prefixes are realized phonetically as part of type B minor syllables, consisting of an initial consonant, a short vowel, and a nasal final. It is this nasal final that gives the name to prefixes of this type. All of these nasal finals except [ŋ] vary in accordance with the initial of the base-word; the nasal [ŋ] is the only nasal final which occurs heterorganically before [v, r, h, ?]. These nasal prefixes may stand independent of the base and be pronounced on the first register while the base itself has second. It sometimes happens, nevertheless, that the register of the base is changed to conform with that of the prefix. If the variable nasal final is symbolized by N, the nasal prefixes can be generalized as bON-, kON-, sON-, cON-, pON-, rON-, and ?ON-.

(a) Prefix [bON-]. This, the most common of the nasal prefixes, mostly forms the causative of a base-verb. Examples:

hoːr [hay] 'to fly (intr.)'  
> pṁhoːr [boquhay] 'to fly (tr.)'

khus [khos] 'wrong, in error'  
> pṁkhus [boqukhos] 'to cause a mistake'

gāp [kɔɛp] 'pleased'  
> pṁgāp'[boqukɔɛp] 'to please'

cūl [coːl] 'to enter'  
> pṁcūl [boqucoːl] 'to cause to enter'

tūc [toːc] 'small'  
> pṁtūc [boqutoːc] 'to diminish in power'
(b) Prefix [kɔn-]. This prefix seems to have no distinctive grammatical or semantic functions. The base-word and the prefixed form are in most cases found to be used in free variation. Examples:

chɔt [chaot] 'foolish'  >  kəchɔt [kɔnchaot] 'foolish'
țăc [dac] 'to tear (intr.)'  >  kəțăc [kɔndac] 'torn'
dhăt [thɔet] 'fat'  >  kəndhăt [kɔnthɔet] 'fat'
bhr [phɔ:] 'false'  >  kəmbhr [kɔmphɔ:] 'false'

(c) Prefix [sɔn-]. This prefix is comparatively rare. Its semantic and grammatical functions are not consistent. It imparts, moreover, a figurative meaning to the base. Examples:

kăt [kat] 'to cut'  >  sûkăt [sɔŋkat] 'to judge a case'
kın [kvn] 'to grind'  >  sûkin [sɔŋkvn] 'to keep on grinding'
so'm [savm] 'damp'  >  səsno'm [sənsavm] 'dew'

(d) Prefixes [cɔn-], [ʔɔn-], [rɔn-]. These occur in a few words. They express no definite grammatical function, and seem to impart a figurative meaning to the base. Examples:

dî [twəl] 'to support'  >  cndî [cntwəl] 'pole'
kön [kaon] 'bent'  >  cmkön [cɔnkaoŋ] 'to bend down'
țıt [daot] 'to pierce'  >  ?nteṭ [ʔɔndaot] 'piercing iron for torture'
puk [bok] 'to pound'  >  ?npeuk [ʔɔmbok] 'rice-flakes'
văl [vɔel] 'to measure the volume of'  >  rûvăl [rɔŋvɔel] 'measure of capacity'
văs [vɔes] 'to measure the length of'  >  rûvăs [rɔŋvɔes] 'measuring instrument'
b. Infixation. The infixes of Cambodian are divisible into two types: nonsyllabic consonantal infixes and syllabic infixes. Forms with the consonantal infixes have the structure of monosyllables with initial consonant clusters; forms with the syllabic infixes, on the other hand, always have the structure of type B disyllables.

(1) Consonantal Infixes. Consonantal infixes are found in monosyllables with initial consonant clusters. The base-word into which a consonantal infix can be inserted has a single consonant initial. The most common function of these infixes is to nominalize the base-word, which is usually a verb. The consonantal infixes are [-b-], [-m-], and [-n-]. Examples:

\begin{itemize}
  \item lān [ləːŋ] 'to play' \quad \rightarrow \quad l̄pān [ləbaet] 'game'
  \item rīn [riːn] 'to learn' \quad \rightarrow \quad r̄bind [rebien] 'method'
  \item sūm [sɔːm] 'to beg' \quad \rightarrow \quad s̄muṃ [smoːm] 'beggar'
  \item jūn [cůn] 'to trade' \quad \rightarrow \quad ŋhūmūn [chmuən] 'trader'
  \item sīt [svt] 'to comb' \quad \rightarrow \quad snīt [snvt] 'comb'
  \item tēr [deː] 'to sew' \quad \rightarrow \quad t̄nēr [tʰneː] 'seam'
\end{itemize}

(2) Syllabic Infixes. Inserted into a monosyllabic base-word, the syllabic infixes add another syllable to the latter. Thus forms containing the syllabic infixes always have the structure of disyllables. There are three syllabic infixes, which may be represented as -vn-, -vm-, and [-rən-].

(a) Infix -vn-. This infix consists of a short vowel followed by a nasal. The vowel in question is [ɔ] for the first register, [ʊ ~ ʊə] for the second. Base-words into which this infix is inserted are chiefly monosyllabic verbs having an initial consonant cluster, the infix coming between the two members of the cluster. The nasal of the prefix thus closes the first syllable of the infixed form; the second syllable is initiated by the second member of the original cluster. As to the nasal consonant of the infix, [n] and [ŋ] vary so as to be hom-
organic with the initial of the infixed form's second syllable; [m] is found to occur freely before all consonants, while [ŋ] occurs heterorganically before [r, v, h, ?] and homorganically before [k, ŋ]. Examples:

\[\text{ṭhāp} \text{[sdap]} \ 'to listen' \quad \text{ṣaṭāp} \text{[sondap]} \ 'teaching'}
\[\text{khae} \text{[khæ]} \ 'moon, month' \quad \text{kāḥa} \text{[kohanæ]} \ 'season'}
\[\text{bhīm} \text{[pʰlùː]} \ 'to light' \quad \text{bhu} \text{[pʰënluː]} \ 'light'}
\[\text{kçek} \text{[kʰcoːk]} \ 'lame' \quad \text{kāçek} \text{[kɑːcoːk]} \ 'lameness'}
\[\text{khus} \text{[khos]} \ 'wrong, guilty' \quad \text{kāhus} \text{[kɑːhos]} \ 'fault, guilt'}
\[\text{ḍhāk} \text{[tʰlæk]} \ 'to fall' \quad \text{ḍhāk} \text{[tʰmlæk]} \ 'fall'}
\[\text{sl} \text{[sloː]} \ 'to cook a } \text{curry'}
\[\text{cṛūt} \text{[croːt]} \ 'to reap' \quad \text{cṃrūt} \text{[cɔmroːt]} \ 'harvest'}

(b) Infixed -v̞m̲n-. This infix consists of a short vowel followed by [-mn-]. The vowel in question is [ɔ] for the first register, [ù] for the second. Base-words into which this infix is inserted are monosyllables with single consonant initials. The infixed form is a disyllable of type B, in which the first syllable is closed by the [m] of the infix while the second syllable begins with the [n] of the infix. Both syllables are pronounced on the same register, which is that of the base-word. The grammatical function of this -v̞m̲n- is to turn verbal bases into nouns or adjectival verbs. Examples:

\[\text{ṭo'ɾ} \text{[dav]} \ 'to walk' \quad \text{ṭm̲po'ɾ} \text{[dɔmnaŋv]} \ 'walk'}
\[\text{ṭeːk} \text{[deːk]} \ 'to go to bed' \quad \text{ṭm̲eːk} \text{[dɔmneːk]} \ 'bed'}
\[\text{diŋ} \text{[tʊːŋ]} \ 'to buy' \quad \text{dŋm̲iŋ} \text{[tʊmnuːŋ]} \ 'goods'}
\[\text{jīn} \text{[cùm]} \ 'to give' \quad \text{j̞m̲n̞n} \text{[cùmn̞n̞ːn]} \ 'gift'}
\[\text{c̞uŋ} \text{[cɔŋ]} \ 'to wish' \quad \text{c̞m̲n̞} \text{[cɔmnoŋ]} \ 'wish'}
\[\text{c̞eŋ} \text{[ceh]} \ 'to know' \quad \text{c̞m̲eŋ} \text{[cɔmneŋ]} \ 'knowledge'}
\[\text{gūr} \text{[kuː]} \ 'to draw' \quad \text{g̞m̲n̞uŋ} \text{[kùmn̞uːŋ]} \ 'drawing'}
\[\text{jīh} \text{[cḥ]} \ 'to ride' \quad \text{j̞m̲n̞iŋ} \text{[cùmn̞iŋ]} \ 'vehicle'}
\[\text{juŋ} \text{[cùm]} \ 'to be together' \quad \text{j̞n̞uŋ} \text{[cùmn̞uŋ]} \ 'together, to discuss'}
cāp [cap] 'to grasp'          >  cm̈aŋ [c̈man] 'touched, touching'

(o) *Infixed [-Ron-].* This infix consists of [r] followed by a short unstressed [ə] or [ə], depending on the register, and a consonantal [n]. It is inserted between the simple initial and the vowel of a monosyllabic base. Its function is to nominalize the latter. Examples:

do' [tʰː] 'to support laterally'          >  d̈rno' [trənːː] 'means of lateral support'
d̈m [tʰm] 'to perch'          >  d̈rm [trənːm] 'perch'
jīk [clːk] 'to dig'          >  j̈rmīk [crənːlːk] 'digging implement'
dīc [tːlc] 'to sting'          >  d̈rnic [trənːlc] 'sting(er)'

c. *Reduplication.* A fairly large number of Cambodian words is susceptible to reduplication. Reduplicated verbs are typically onomatopoetic, kinaesthetic and phonaesthetic. The register of reduplicated forms does not necessarily conform to the patterns linking initial consonant and following vowel in ordinary words. The functions of reduplication appear to be pluralization, repetition, specialization, and stylistic variation. Reduplication may be classified under four main heads: repetitive, chiming, partial, and compound.

(1) *Repetitive Reduplication.* Unlike other morphological processes, repetitive reduplication is still a living feature in Cambodian. Applicable to any noun or verb, it is perhaps most common with simple monosyllables. In addition to the simple repetition of monosyllables and disyllables, there is a third type of repetitive reduplication in which a monosyllabic or disyllabic form is repeated twice. Examples:

(α) *Repetition of Monosyllables.*

ńūv 2 [ŋoːv ŋoːv] 'sounds of pleading and protest'
dūt 2 [tūːt tūːt] 'noisy popping sounds'
síp 2 [svp svp] 'drizzling of rain'

vēn 2 [vɛn vɛn] 'long (and numerous), very long'

srī 2 [srvy srvy] 'women in general'

(b) Repetition of Disyllables.

ryūt 2 [rayu:t rayu:t] 'slowly and with great effort'

?ntro't 2 [?ontra:vt ?ontra:vt] 'stepping on tiptoe'

rño'1 2 [rɔŋvr1 rɔŋvr1] 'not close together, not often'

rúdo 2 [rəpaou rəpaou] 'floating'

(c) Double Repetitions.

mo'k 2 2 [mɔ:k mɔ:k mɔ:k] 'sluggish'

tūc 2 2 [tɔ:c tɔ:c tɔ:c] 'very small and numerous'

bīmbo'm 2 2 [plimpr1m plimpr1m plimpr1m] 'groping and creeping about'

(2) Chiming Reduplication. These may be divided into two types. The first comprises otherwise identical monosyllables in which the vowel nuclei chime, that is to say sound in harmonious accord. The second comprises disyllables in which the same chiming feature is confined to the second syllable, the two successive disyllables being in other respects identical.

(a) Monosyllables.

kōn kōn [kaŋ kaŋ] 'pretentious'

yōn yān [yɔ:n yən] 'hanging in festoons'

bhūk bhlik [phlɪk phlɪk] 'overturned with a big crash'

(b) Disyllables.


ttip ttup [tətvp tətop] 'moving and shaking'

kntrēk kntrāk [kentrek kentra:k] 'hanging in tatters'

kmplik kmpluk [kompk kmpok] 'small, unequal and numerous'
lēk lēik [ləmək ləmək] 'tiny, minute'

rpən rpən [rəbeən rəboən] 'unreliable; changeable in speaking'

(3) **Partial Reduplication.** Four types of partial reduplication may be distinguished.

(a) In the first type the basis of reduplication, that is to say the point of departure, is a type A disyllable. This precedes or follows the reduplicated part, which rhymes with the stressed second syllable of the disyllable. Examples:

śs krls [sɔs kɾəls] 'ugly; vulgar'

rpəap rəəp [rəbəəp rəəp] 'in order'

śɾəən pən [ɕɾəən bən] 'rude, vulgar'

(b) In the second type, which affects monosyllables and disyllables alike, differentiation is limited to final consonants. Examples:

yə nə [yənə yənə] 'to understand thoroughly'

prəm prə [pɾəm pɾə] 'beautiful'

pəəəp pəəəl [pəəəp pəəəl] 'to be in a great hurry'

rbo'ə nbə [rəpət rəpət] 'haughty'

pəco'c pəco' [bəŋəcə bəŋəcə] 'to flatter immoderately'

śəəu śəəu [səŋəu səŋəu] 'to collect a lot of small things together'

(c) In the third type, which again affects monosyllables and disyllables alike, the initial consonant, consonant cluster or syllable remains constant while variation occurs in the vowel nucleus and final consonant. Examples:

dək dən [tək tən] 'interlaced'

khəık khəüəl [kʰəyk kʰəuəl] 'quiet sobbing'

dəmən dəmo'y [təmən təməy] 'gloomy'

məmo'y [məmə: məməy] 'to talk in one's sleep'

pəʔət pəʔə [bəʔət bəʔə] 'to boast'

śəəəc śəəən [səŋəəc səŋəən] 'to try to finish'

(d) In the fourth type the initial consonant of
monosyllabic base-words is reduplicated, a short [ə] or [ʰ] being inserted between the doubled consonants. Examples:

\[ \text{kkāy} \ [\text{kəkə:y}] 'to scratch constantly' \]
\[ \text{jjīk} \ [\text{cəcə:k}] 'to dig out' \]
\[ \text{ttō'm} \ [\text{dədəm}] 'at the very beginning' \]
\[ \text{pphūn} \ [\text{pəpəhə:n}] 'repeatedly loud and echoing' \]

(4) Compound Replication. In compound reduplication monosyllabic or disyllabic words of similar form and meaning are joined together to produce disyllabic or polysyllabic compounds. The semantic and grammatical meaning of the reduplicative form may or may not diverge from that of the basis of the reduplication. Examples:

\[ \text{phsăh} \ [\text{pʰsa:h}] 'to heal' + \text{phsā} \ [\text{pʰsa:}] 'in anguish' \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{phsăh phsā} \ [\text{pʰsa:h pʰsa:}] 'to make up (after a quarrel)' \]

\[ \text{brīt} \ [\text{prίt}] 'in flashes' + \text{brōn} \ [\text{prò:n}] 'radiating light' \]
\[ \rightarrow \text{brīt brōn} \ [\text{prίt prò:n}] 'waving, flashing here and there' \]

\[ \text{rhōk} \ [\text{rəhaek}] 'torn' + \text{rhōk} \ [\text{rəhaok}] 'with holes' \]
\[ \text{rhōk rhōk} \ [\text{rəhaek rəhaok}] 'thoroughly tattered'. \]

It may be seen from the above that syllabic and word structures in Cambodian are closely related to morphological structures. Most disyllabic words are found to be derived one way or another from related monosyllabic bases. This suggests the significance of analysing disyllabic and polysyllabic words in Cambodian in order to identify their probably monosyllabic bases.